[En bloc resection of the hip via a simultaneous double approach].
The pelvis is not an uncommon localization for primary or secondary tumors. Progress in chemotherapy has reduced the risk of metastasis and advances in reconstruction surgery using prostheses or allografts has made it possible to preserve a functional limb. We describe our method for en bloc resection of the hip. We use a double simultaneous approach for en bloc resection of the hip. The posterior Kocher-Langenbeck approach is associated with a anterior iliocrural approach. Each approach is performed by a separate team. We analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of this method, describing three recent cases. The double-simultaneous approach allowed greater safety for en bloc carcinological resection of the hip for patients with malignant tumors or aggressive intra-articular extension. Reconstruction was achieved with a total hip arthroplasty, reducing the duration of the operation and in theory, blood loss and risk of secondary infection. This method would not be indicated for patients without pelvic involvement nor for patients with a small-sized tumor (<5 cm).